
Third Quarter Curriculum 

Fourth Grade 

Religion      

During the third quarter we will be studying the virtue of wisdom through King Solomon. We 

will read about the Baptism of Jesus and His work on Earth. The importance and understanding 

of the Ten Commandments will continue to be a focus in the classroom. The lesson on Christian 

chastity will be taught this quarter. 

Reading 

A novel study will be read with follow-up activities. Vocabulary building, character identification 

and problem solving will be covered. We will continue to use the reader to read stories for 

comprehension. We will focus on the vocabulary, author purpose, and cause & effect. 

Common Core Standard: 

-Refer to details and examples in a text to draw inferences 

Language Arts 

We will focus on the correct mechanics and grammar needed to write a well written sentence 

and paragraph. Students will participate in a step by step procedure to write a research paper. 

We will begin with a trip to the library and conclude with a paper and presentation. 

Common Core Standard: 

Students will record essential information on index cards 

Conduct short research paper 

 

Math 

 We will study, make, and interpret different types of graphs. Identifying, renaming, adding & 

subtracting fractions will be studied. 

Common Core Standard: 

-compare two fractions with different numerators & denominators 

-add and subtract mixed numbers 

-represent and interpret data 



Social Studies 

We will be reading about the environment, climate, agriculture, resources, and economy of the 

Middle West and Mountain States. Students will be concentrating on the name and location of 

states on a map. 

Science 

We will make observations about what is inside and outside the Earth.  Students will study the 

characteristics of animals, discuss how they develop and reproduce, and study the organ 

systems that keep them alive. In Unit 6 we will read & discuss the importance of water and how 

it affects us every day. 


